




• East Stand & Development
• Relationship with the Trust Board
• Ticketing System & Big Screen
• Fan Led Review
• Supporters Rep
• 125th Anniversary & Community
• Football Investment
• Q & A

What are we 
discussing tonight?





East Stand Timeline
• Nov 2015 – Purchased Club without 

CDNL or wider land.  Agreement with 
NBC was to complete the Stand when it 
was financially viable for the Club 
• BBC Interview after purchase said we 

thought it was would be about 4m for 
working capital and stand.  Nobody ever 
said ‘ringfenced’ a false narrative which 
we will talk about those more later
• However, we have invested more than 

4m anyway and the money is still 
available to finish the stand
• Following Purchase discovered major 

issues with leases under East Stand
• Early 2016 – seats installed in East 

Stand anyway - funded by us



East Stand Timeline (2)

• Late 2016 – Issues came to light 
with CDNL Insolvency Debt and 
Retention to Title for existing 
works all on website
• CVA Achieved for CDNL –

Purchase of CDNL made by 
owners on behalf of NTFC due to 
legal complications
• Between 2016-2018 – Argued 

with NBC and the Trust that 
leases were a problem
• Late 2018 – Cabinet confirm that 

leases were in fact a problem



East Stand Timeline (3)

• Early 2019 – After further 
discussion it was agreed with NBC 
to regularise the leases as part of 
a wider redevelopment
• Oct 2019 – CDNL Ownership 

officially transferred to NTFC as 
always agreed
• 2020-21 – COVID 🦠
• 3rd Quarter 2020 - NBC transition 

to WNC – discussion obviously 
slowed



East Stand Timeline (4)

• April 2021 – WNC Officially 
Created and Formal Discussions 
resume
• June 2021 – Plans and CGI images 

released and very positive open 
house at Sixfields
• Sept 2021 to March 2022 – Very 

open, public and transparent 
process by WNC
• March 2022 – DEAL AGREED by 

Cabinet



Where are we now?
• Deal has been agreed with WNC
• Cabinet approval on 8th March 

2022 – heading to contract
• Plans remain unchanged as have 

been on the website since June 
2021
• Delayed by ACV
• Delayed by Judicial Review
• Neither of these are in the Club’s 

control 



ACV – Asset of 
Community Value

• ACV 6-month moratorium was 
invoked
• The Club owns a lease on the ACV 

land until approx. 2164 anyway
• ACV period was completed on Sept 

3rd
• We understand an offer has been 

made by the Trust one day before the 
deadline
• However, we also understand offer is 

for all the land and not just the ACV 
land



Trust Board become 
rival bidders to Club

• Therefore, the Trust Board are now 
officially land developers and a rival 
bidder to the Club for the land
• No announcement by Trust Board or any 

further detail to the Club as leaseholder 
• No information given to Trust members 

or fans in 3 weeks
• A very strange decision and certainly not 

open or transparent
• Any offer DOES NOT complete the East 

Stand, does not directly benefit the club 
and is a major risk to the club's future



Judicial Review
• Action is between Council and Cilldara Ltd
• Club is just considered an interested party
• 2 stage process – Initially Judge will decide 

on whether the JR can move forward
• Judicial Review on process not necessarily 

the decision itself
• There is no time frame
• The club have no control over this matter
• If Cilldara are successful there is NO 

benefit to the Club, the East Stand will not 
get completed and is a major risk to the 
club's future



Judicial Review (2)

• We also understand that one of the 
people involved in the Cilldara bid is a 
former bankrupt property developer
• Whilst we understand they are not a 

Cilldara director, they are named in the 
Judicial Review papers and are involved in 
the bid and we have confirmation of their 
previous bankruptcy
• We are very surprised that the Supporters 

Trust board haven’t mentioned this to 
fans, or if unaware did not do their own 
legal research



Planning

• One of the complications with the 
existing leases is a remediation 
clause 
• Appropriate remediation will need to 

be in place by 2024 on the wider land
• Once strategy in place the lease 

cannot be terminated until 2164
• Many legal interpretations on the 

level of remediation required
• Could easily end up in a very lengthy 

legal process



Planning (2)
• To protect the Club and to simplify 

matters we have begun the remediation 
process to take away any risk of the lease 
being terminated
• Club has instructed local planning 

consultant CC Town Planning alongside 
national planning consultants and 
environmental impact experts Lichfields
• We have begun the planning process 
• Remediation WILL be dealt with 

satisfactorily as required by the lease in 
the appropriate time



No Stand – Another 
False Narrative

• This is actually about timing – that’s all

• Original Offer (890k) was an option agreement 
releasing the land upon completion of the East 
Stand

• With the increased offer (2.05m) we requested 
to allow development to be started alongside 
the building of the East Stand

• This was only agreed by both parties on the 
basis that there would be an obligation in the 
contract to complete the stand

• The Trust were told this in writing by both the 
Club and the Council before the ACV was 
invoked which is why we call it a false narrative



These are two clauses actually in the final 
Cabinet Report.

• 5.12 Bower and Thomas have also given 
public assurances that completion of the 
East Stand is a priority, and an 
undertaking in its offer letter to complete 
it within five years. 

• 6.20 A range of legal mechanisms may be 
used to achieve these outcomes. This 
would include arrangements reflecting 
the commitment given by Bower and 
Thomas in relation to the East Stand. 

No Stand – Another 
False Narrative







Letter sent to Trust April 1st explaining the 
East Stand completion will be in the contract



Stand AND Land

• We see this as Stand AND Land
• Because this is all owned by NTFC it all 

benefits the club anyway
• CDNL is an asset of the Club which it 

wasn’t previously
• It made sense to the Club as it meant 

the Stand gets completed, but the Club 
can get on with developing the land at 
the same time to take advantage of 
market conditions and to de-risk the 
project



Stand AND Land

• A perfectly reasonable, sensible and 
adult agreement which was fully 
included in all Cabinet papers as 
appropriate

• So, just to confirm ‘in writing’ we will 
complete the East Stand to a good 
standard as part of the Development 
and there will be protections in the 
final contract with WNC to that effect





• For us, this a disappointing part of the presentation

• We feel we must explain why the relationship has 
broken down to fans

• We have made a conscious effort in the past year 
not to be involved in back-and-forth statements 
while the Trust board make negative statement 
after negative statement 

• However, this information you are about to see are 
facts and evidence of a concerted effort against the 
club, staff, council, fans and anyone else who 
doesn’t agree with the Trust Board

• This is only a small example – it has been a constant 
barrage

• We think fans will be shocked and saddened when 
seeing these actions

Club Relationship 
with the Trust Board



• We have to distance ourselves from the Trust

• Their actions have left us no choice

• We have answered every question
• The Trust’s Board obviously want fan ownership



Meeting Notes of 
minuted meeting 

between Supporters 
Trust & NBC Council –

FOI Request

Confirmation of Trust’s 
offer to buy club

Confirmation that Trust 
would want to own at 
least 51%



Minutes of meeting 
between Supporters Trust 

& NBC Council

Ideal Outcome for FST –
Football Supporters Trust
“Fan Ownership Model”





• We have had to distance ourselves from the Trust

• Their actions have left us no choice

• We have answered every question
• The Trust’s Board obviously want Fan Ownership

• Trust and BBC Radio Northampton confirmed 
communication/advice with rival bidder ‘Cilldara’ 



 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Registered office: 5 South Meadow View. St Crispin, Northampton NN5 4BT  
Registration Number 29676R 

By email 
 
Kelvin Thomas 
Chairman 
Northampton Town FC 
Sixfields Stadium 
Northampton                                6 April 2022 
 
Dear Kelvin, 

Thank you for your letter of 1 April. 

Neither the Trust nor its associates have given advice to Cilldara Ltd. The involvement of Cilldara Ltd in the 
bidding process came as a surprise to members of the Trust board when they met with councillors just a 
few weeks ago, when Councillor Jonathan Nunn stated that the bid from Cilldara Ltd was ‘unsolicited and 
out of the blue’. This gave us the impression that it was a late bid, which we now know to be incorrect if 
media reports are to be believed. 

The Trust exists to promote the future of professional football in Northampton. It is not consistent with this 
objective to act as a catalyst for a bidding war on land adjacent to the stadium, so for this reason we have 
distanced ourselves from matters relating to its sale. Our interest is in getting the East Stand finished and 
protecting the ACV land, and to this end we have already given our support to the club. However, the 
disposal of the land by West Northamptonshire Council is a matter for them and any bidder. 

Turning to your comments on John Morgan, the Trust is aware of its governance responsibilities and takes 
them very seriously. The Trust board wholly comprises independent directors, all of which are familiar with 
their obligations under the Companies Act 2006, including the duty to exercise independent judgement, 
free from bias, undue influence or conflict of interest (section 173). Further, the board adheres to the FRC 
Guidance on Board Effectiveness, which recommends that boards should seek external advice when 
appropriate. 

John Morgan is a very experienced solicitor who retired from private practice last year but who 
provides pro bono advice to the Trust board on a wide range of legal obligations, including company law, 
GDPR, the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002, money laundering regulations and other matters. He is not a 
member of the board and does not act as a shadow director within the meaning of section 251(1) of the 
2006 Act, insofar as he neither directs nor controls the board. Furthermore, he has never been appointed 
formally under a letter of engagement as a legal adviser, though we acknowledge, de facto, that he 
performs this role from time to time. John Morgan has communicated with advisers to Cilldara Ltd, but this 
is not the same as giving advice. He assures us that he would not do so and we accept that. Indeed, his and 
the Trust’s late awareness of Cilldara Ltd entering the bidding arena would render any advice 
meaningless.  Cilldara Ltd has its own solicitors and has retained the services of Senior Counsel according to 
recent media reports. 

As a long-standing Trust member, John Morgan is entitled to attend and speak at board meetings. We value 
his wisdom and experience. He has strong views, with which board members may agree or disagree, but 
our ethos is that people are entitled to disagree but be heard on matters of debate. 

Kind regards, 
 
Andy Roberts 
 
Chairman, NTFC Supporters Trust 
On behalf of the board of NTFC Supporters Trust 

To Quote 
“John Morgan has communicated 
with advisers to Cilldara Ltd, but 
this is not the same as giving 
advice.”

We wrote to the Trust with our concerns 
and received a reply from Andy Roberts 
Supporters Trust Chairman 6th April 2022 
confirming the BBC Report that Trust Legal 
Advisor was in communication with rival 
bidder Cilldara



“On the surface, it could appear that 
John Morgan has been in contact with 
Cilldara and he has been advising them 
in a certain way, can you see how that 
comes across given how this 
information has come to me via 
Cilldara and not by any other means?”

Jake Sharpe
BBC Cobblers Show 

However, after seeing paperwork 
sent by Cilldara BBC Reporter Jake 
Sharpe said live on air



• We have had to distance ourselves from the 
Trust

• Their actions have left us no choice
• We have answered every question

• The Trust’s Board obviously want Fan Ownership
• BBC reported and Trust confirmed 

communication with rival bidder ‘Cilldara’

• They have lied to the Council to create problems



Lying to the Council to 
obviously cause 
problems for the club



Lying to the Council to 
disrupt and create fear 
and concern



• We have had to distance ourselves from the Trust

• Their actions have left us no choice

• We have answered every question
• The Trust’s Board obviously want Fan Ownership

• BBC reported and Trust confirmed 
communication with rival bidder ‘Cilldara’

• They have lied to the Council to create problems

• They have accused the Council of Corruption 
with NO evidence



Trust Board Member actually calling a 
Cabinet Member ‘Bent’



Trust Board Member accusing 
Northampton Council of Corruption



Trust Board Member with further 
Corruption insinuation



Trust Board Member suggesting 
Corruption at WNC



• We have had to distance ourselves from the Trust

• Their actions have left us no choice

• We have answered every question
• The Trust’s Board obviously want Fan Ownership

• BBC reported and Trust confirmed 
communication with rival bidder ‘Cilldara’

• They have lied to the Council to create problems

• They have accused the Council of Corruption with 
NO evidence

• They have constantly attacked the Club and the 
Board



Legal Advisor of Trust 
name calling Club 
Staff



Trust Board Member attacking Club 
Board



Trust Board Member making wild 
outlandish accusations of wrongdoing by 
the Club Board which isn’t even possible 
legally.  

Any transaction like such would be 
included in Related Party transactions and 
would be in the Club’s accounts.



• We have had to distance ourselves from the 
Trust

• Their actions have left us no choice
• We have answered every question

• The Trust’s Board obviously want Fan Ownership
• BBC reported and Trust confirmed 

communication with rival bidder ‘Cilldara’

• They have lied to the Council to create problems
• TheThey have accused the Council of Corruption 

with NO evidence
• They have constantly attacked the Club and the 

Board

• They have attacked, bullied and even 
threatened to sue fans on social media



Trust Board Members 
making threats to fans



Trust Legal Advisor 
threatening to sue fan who 
asked a question about a 
subject that was 
subsequently confirmed by 
the Trust themselves.



Trust Board Member actively 
encouraging Legal Advisor to sue fan 
and “empty his pension pot” even 
though it was confirmed by the Trust 
themselves that the Trust Legal 
Advisor had communicated with the 
rival bidder.



• We have had to distance ourselves from the 
Trust

• Their actions have left us no choice
• We have answered every question

• The Trust’s Board obviously want Fan Ownership
• BBC reported and Trust confirmed 

communication with rival bidder ‘Cilldara’

• They have lied to the Council to create problems
• They have accused the Council of Corruption 

with NO evidence
• They have constantly attacked the Club and the 

Board

• They have attacked, bullied and even threatened 
to sue fans on social media

• They have used NTFC Community posts to attack 
the Club



Trust Legal Advisor/Acting Secretary 
using the opportunity to attack the club 
infrastructure

Nice Tweet video about Fit Cobblers 
Programme



Lovely tweet about about a 
young lad involved in our PL 
Stars Community Trust 
programme.

However, this Trust Board 
Member felt it was 
appropriate to use this post 
to swear and attack club 
staff. 

Imagine the boy from the 
video or his family seeing 
that online below his video.



• These are not the actions of well-
meaning people who are looking 
out for the best interests of the 
club
• We understand this current 

board has had 12 resignations in 
18 months
• The Trust own Travel club do not 

want to be associated with this 
current board and have broken 
away
• As I am sure most fans will 

understand the Club cannot be 
associated with the type of 
behaviour by a Trust board



• This is not ‘just asking questions’
• This is not being here for a ‘rainy 

day’
• This is trying to create that ‘rainy 

day’
• Reality is the one group that are 

shouting all the time that the Stand 
is not complete are also the same 
group that are doing everything in 
their power to stop that happening
• Is this a Board you would want 

running the Club, or even associated 
with the Club?





New Ticketing System

• Takes advantage of advances in 
technology
o cup games can be loaded direct onto 

season ticket card
o tickets can be scanned direct from mobile 

phones
o advances for club for data capture & 

marketing – especially for group bookings
• As with any role out of a major IT 

system – some teething problems are 
expected
• Continuing to work on optimizing 

system and helping supporters to 
become familiar



New Big Screen

• Club have been working on a replacement 
screen over a number of years – Covid 
delayed that process

• Current big screen is at its end of life – the 
broken panel can not be replaced as 
replacement parts are no longer produced

• Contract signed with a new partner which will 
see a new stadium screen installed as part of 
a deal that also involves the installation of an 
external advertising screen on Walter Tull
Way

• Subject to planning approval for external 
screen but more detail will be released about 
timings as the planning process moves along





Fan Led Review
• Club fully support the Tracey Crouch 

Report
• Government have since supported the 

recommendations of the Report
• Next Step - Government White Paper -

expected later this month will then go 
forward for to legislation – the 
timescales for this are yet unknown
• We are supporting the EFL position 

that this needs to happen as soon as 
practically possible
• We continue to engage with our local 

MP’s on this matter



Fan Led Review (2)

• Chairman Kelvin Thomas, CEO James 
Whiting and Supporter Elected Director 
Tom Cliffe were attending a round table 
meeting of some EFL clubs and their 
MP’s at the House of Commons which 
has been delayed due to Queen passing
• Key objectives to make football more 

sustainable and less reliant on owner 
financing
• A reset of distributions throughout the 

pyramid along with effective cost 
controls (e.g. salary caps)





Supporters Rep

• Tom Cliffe democratically elected to the 
board with more than 1,400 fans 
engaged in the vote
• Chosen by the fans for the fans
• Tom is in regular, direct conversation 

with many supporters
• Tom sits in the stands home and away, 

travels on coaches, volunteers and very 
much across fan opinion
• Helps reflect opinion from fans to the 

club rather than impose his opinion on 
supporters



Supporters Rep (2)
• Been especially  helpful in quick reaction to 

issues

• Changes coming in terms of independent 
regulation and having a supporters’ 
representative on the board helps us reflect 
fans views as those changes happen

• Club isn’t really run with loads of board 
meetings anyway; we are much more fluid 
than that and Tom very involved in day-to-day 
management of the business 

• For example, Tom is on the Management 
Team What's App group and regularly give his 
opinions on decisions there plus regular 
phone and face to face communication



Football Investment



125th Anniversary

• Wonderful Anniversary for the club
• 125th Anniversary Kit extremely 

successful
• Plaque at the Jekyll & Hyde pub very 

proud moment
• Please go visit the plaque – we thank 

Paul from McManus Pubs for allowing 
the club to put this up
• Anniversary Dinner was also excellent













• As well as the 125th Anniversary Kit all 
this season’s kits have proved a success
• Both Home & Away shirts based on 

historical kits



• Home shirt went to fan vote and is 
based on 86/87 season



• Away kit nod to 15/16 season with Fields 
of Green soundbar across front 🎶





NTFC Community Trust
• Really hard to put everything the 

NTFC Community Trust does in 
one presentation
• Extremely proud of the work and 

the relationship
• So positive for the club
• Work with and help such a wide 

range of people, ages and 
communities
• Please visit 

www.ntfccommunity.co.uk

http://www.ntfccommunity.co.uk/




Community Nomination

• Club Community Trust nominated 
alongside the likes of Juventus, 
Wolfsburg, Werder Bremen and 
Feyenoord for the More Than 
Football Award 2022
• Shortlisted for the Tackling 

Loneliness project during Covid 
which continues now
• Also appeared on on BBC 

Breakfast and in the New York 
Times amongst others





Football Investment
• Continual strategic infrastructure 

investment in the football 
activities of the Club
• Benchmarking reports from the 

EFL confirm that during 
ownership the playing budget in 
League Two has always been in 
the top 10
• Investment in a new network of 

regional scouts covering England, 
Wales and Scotland – covering 
non-league, EFL and U23’s 



Football Investment (2)
• Investment in a series of analytical 

and statistical software to assist 
recruitment and player 
development
• Continued investment in the 

academy which now has 14 full 
time employees compared to 6 in 
2015
• Women's Football promoted with 

very positive games at Sixfields
• Training Ground Investment (more 

to follow)



Football Investment (3)

• Investment in a young and 
dynamic squad while also retaining 
Club Captain and adding some 
experience
• Feel the ‘Football’ is in good hands
• Think we are seeing the positives 

of all the overall investment
• Best start to a season in 25 years 

and long may it continue





Timeline of Training 
Ground Improvement
• 2015/16 - Club had no training base and used 

various different non-exclusive training pitches 
on an ad hoc basis dependent on pitch and 
weather conditions 

• 2016/17 - Agreement reached with Moulton 
College for two exclusive use pitches – significant 
investment improved the drainage and the club’s 
groundsman maintained them 

• 2020/21 an agreement was reached with 
Moulton College to acquire two additional 
exclusive use pitches – these pitches had been 
out of use for some time so required significant 
investment

• 2022 – HOT’s agreed on 3200 sq ft building for 
Club’s first ever Training Complex at Moulton 



New Training Centre
• Club’s first ever exclusive facilities –

always been non-exclusive and 
shared previously
• Significant investment to refurbish the 

space 
• 15-year lease – subject to contract
• Private building for the club’s exclusive use
• Close proximity to training pitches
• Changing rooms
• Physio space
• Sports science space and gym for rehabilitation 

of injured players and strength work 
• Office space for coaches and analysts
• Team room for meetings players breakfasts and 

lunch
• Pre-activation spaceIndicative layout



Training Ground Highlights

• Four training pitches of exceptional 
standard with all maintenance through 
the club’s own grounds staff
• First team and academy on one single 

site
• Use of an artificial surface if required 

should the weather dictate
• Onsite assess to swimming pool and 

commercial gym for recovery 
• Best Training environment the club has 

ever had



Summary

• We feel we are making progress
• Agreement reached to complete East 

Stand – however unfortunate delays due 
to rival bidders
• Continued investment in the Football 

Club
• Training Ground investment extremely 

positive
• Real feel-good factor around the Club, 

125 years and the Community
• #ProudToBe




